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Clarinda Sayre, Soul Coach says: “I loved Your Life
is in Your Hands. I sat down and devoured it. I’m not a
person who reads a book twice, but I did this one. I
want to tell my clients, ‘You must get this book.”
Vernon Mahabal, Director, Palmistry Inst. &
Author of The Secret in Your Hands gave the cudos, “I
love this book! Kay’s method is on the front lines of
palmistry’s cultural advancement. Bravo!”
www.YourLifeIsInYourHandsBook.com
BOOK DESCRIPTION
Your Life Is In Your Hands reveals step-by-step how to read the unique markings found on
your own hands. You are guided to identify and interpret these markings, giving you insights
and information to harness your inner wisdom to create successful life strategies in your
personal and professional life. Her book was featured in Real Simple magazine as one of their
“Fresh Finds.” Industry Leader Richard Unger says, “Nicely illustrated with clear explanations
lead the reader to create a Conscious Living Statement, an opportunity to use the hand’s
coded information to build a better life.”
	
  

Kay Packard’s purpose led her to explore ways to help
people to understand the influences in their lives. A Master
Hand Analyst who has read thousands of hands, Kay
founded the American Academy of Hand Analysis to
awaken and illuminate people’s life purpose around the
world. Her aim is to expand worldwide awareness of the
sacred and scientific advances in the field of hand analysis.

	
  

	
  

Kay has an MA in Spiritual Psychology, and she offers life
purpose readings using the science of hand analysis to
individuals, couples, families, and groups. Learn how the
God-given-blue print etched into your hands reveals your
special gifts, talents and challenges.
	
  

